
 

 
   

      

        

 

           

   

 

 

 

EARTHQUAKE TIPS  

Know the facts and figures 

WHEN DO THEY OCCUR?  

JAN. DEC. 

Earthquakes cannot be predicted.1 They can occur at any time of the year.2 

2014 EARTHQUAKE HAZARD MAP  

Highest hazard 

Lowest hazard 

The 2014 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Seismic Hazard Map 
integrates what scientists have learned about earthquake data and activity to 
evaluate earthquake hazards across the country.3 

Scientists have never predicted a major earthquake, but the U.S. Geological 
Society calculates probabilities for potential future earthquakes.1 

The National Earthquake Information Center locates around 20,000 
earthquakes each year, or 55 per day.4 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR5 

Foreshock 
An earthquake that occurs 
before a main shock of an 
earthquake. 

Aftershock 
A smaller earthquake 
that often follows the 
main shock of a large 
earthquake. 

HOW TO RESPOND2 

if you are inside when Drop to the ground, If you are in bed 
an earthquake occurs, take cover by getting when an earth-
remain inside. move to under a sturdy piece quake occurs, stay 
a secure area and stay of furniture and there and protect 
away from windows and grasp firmly until your head and neck 
glass. do not use the the shaking stops. with a pillow. 
elevators or escalators. 

if you are outside, if you are in a vehicle, If you become trapped 
remain away from pull over to the side under debris, remain 
buildings, trees and of the road. stay where you are and 
power lines and drop away from an over- cover your mouth 
to the ground. pass, under a bridge, with clothing. Make 

under streetlights noise by tapping to 
or near power lines alert others. 
and trees. 
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HOW DAMAGING ARE THEY? 

$40 bil10 

average number of 
earthquakes in southern 
california every year 

costliest u.s. earthquake,
in los angeles, january 17, 1994 

magnitude of biggest 
u.s. earthquake, in  
anchorage, alaska,
march 27, 1964 

square mileage of the great
alaska earthquake of march
27, 1964 

seconds that the 
average earthquake lasts 

KNOW WHAT TO DO 
when it comes to earthquakes 

SHARE THIS INFOGRAPHIC with your family, friends and 
neighbors to help them #ThinkSafe. 

VISIT travelers.com/prepare-prevent to learn more. 

1   http://www.usgs.gov/faq/categories/9830/3278 
2 http://www.ready.gov/earthquakes 
3 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/hazrisk/ 
4        http://www.usgs.gov/faq/categories/9830/3355 
5        http://www.usgs.gov/faq/categories/9827/3346 
6        http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/facts.php (note - Most of these earthquakes are so small that they 

are not felt by people. Only several hundred are greater than magnitude 3.0) 
7       http://www.seis.utah.edu/qfacts/genfaq.shtml 
8        http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/states/10_largest_us.php 
9        http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/earthq1/history.html 
10       http://www.conservation.ca.gov/index/news/Documents/2014-02%20Northridge%20Earthquake
         %20Anniversary.pdf 
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